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I HAD A DREAM LAST NIGHT….
I dreamed that I visited your Chapter gathering. I was
greeted warmly and really enjoyed myself. While enjoying the breakfast I started a conversation with one of
your Chapter Members. He told me he was a retired
small business owner. He had almost 40 employees
when he sold his business. He said his favorite part of
the whole experience was learning all of the jobs in his
Company and then training someone else to do that job
for him. I then asked him the “Magic Question.”
After breakfast, I found myself at a different table with
more strangers. I got involved in getting to know another couple at the table. I quickly found out these
younger members really liked to ride their bike on both
long and short trips. The lady told me she worked as an
Office Manager in a publishing firm. Her husband, also
in his 40’s, said he just started a new job as a parts
manager at a local multi-brand motorcycle shop. He
shared several comments about how much he enjoyed
their Wing after owning several other brands through
the years. I then asked him the “Magic Question.”
After the gathering, several of the Members met in the
parking lot to organize a short ride to a local lake fol-

lowed by a light lunch. The ride was lots of fun and when we reached the lake,
we all sat around and “kicked the tires”. While I enjoyed a cold drink and
snack, I overheard the couple nearby saying that, they were attending a Rotary function. They commented that it was important for them to be there as
he was ending his term as the President of his local club. It was then I asked
them the “Magic Question.”
When I first arrived at this gathering, I was given a copy of the most recent
Chapter Newsletter. I noticed that the Chapter was looking for Members to
step up to fill the following positions: Assistant Chapter Director, Educator,
Treasurer and other staff positions that were becoming vacant in January. After reading this “Call for Help” and talking to these Chapter Members, my
“Magic Question” was the same for everyone I talked to, “With all of your
wonderful background and expertise, why don’t you volunteer to fill one of
these FUN positions in your Chapter? Your fellow Chapter Members really
need you.”
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I guess that I really expected to hear a wide variety of answers to my question.
Instead, they all had the same answer, “No one has asked me.”
Are you guilty of forgetting this important part of filling any open position on
your staff? Please share the real fun in GWRRA by encouraging our Members
to get involved with their Chapter, District or Region. It’s all about increasing
their level of enjoyment in GWRRA ten fold by just volunteering to help.
Be sure and thank all incoming and outgoing officers and staff. It’s all about a
“paycheck for a volunteer” – recognition, recognition, recognition.

Ray & Sandi

GWRRA Official Products Corner

January 2016

Have you seen the terrific new steel garage signs we have recently started selling
in the Official Products store?
These great signs are made from steel and are a great item for any garage,
man-cave, den or patio. We currently offer three stock designs; choose from
our Griffin, Life Member or vintage GWRRA Gold Wing logo. All are 14” in
diameter and sell for just $19.99. Now, to make things even more interesting,
we can create these with your very own Chapter, District or Region logo! Or
any event or other custom design you would like. All we need is your artwork
file in jpeg format. This is a great item for selling in your Chapter, District or
Region store, the possibilities are endless!

Insight

Minimum order quantity for custom designs is 6 units of same design. Please
email me directly with any questions or ideas for additional stock designs.
Happy New Year!
Your Partner in Retail,

Renee
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Let's Talk Reno!!!

Officer Savings!

Insight

We all know that where the Chapter, District or Region Director go their
TEAMs go and with the Chapter Director, their members go. That is a sign of
a good leader. So when we see a Chapter show up with great numbers, all
color coordinated, we can point to a good Director with a good TEAM. Let's
face it, that is truly what makes GWRRA fun to us as leaders! I
used to call it being a Mama Duck, gather all the ducklings and
let's go.
Planning for a trip is also a fun activity. Pick someone in your group that
loves to plan routes or everyone loves to follow the routes that they
put together and make them the trips Tour Director. Someone who
is willing to research hotels/motels and will work with the Tour Director should scope out our benefit partners and make reservations. Next find
someone who likes to stop and see the sights and have them look into what everyone want to see, a Social Director for the trip. Coordinate your riding
groups and then exchange cell phone numbers and make each other aware of
any medical issues that you may have so others can be sensitive to your needs.
This is working as a TEAM to have more fun on the trip!
Now let's talk destination, let's go to Reno!!!
The West may be a little hot for some of you in July but it is a dry
heat! It really does make a difference. When has a little heat stopped a
Winger from going on a great ride, a road trip? Riding around Reno offers
may possibilities. Heading south you can explore Carson Valley, "Where Nevada Began" and visit some of the original gold mining towns before Nevada
became known for their silver. Head west and explore the little town of
Truckee on you way into the Lake Tahoe basin and then drive
around the lake, a spectacular ride! If history is in your blood,
don't miss the Squaw Valley Ski Resort which housed the 1960 Winter Olympics! If you are coming from the East, ride Hwy 50, the Loneliest
Hwy in America. At the first town if you will get your Hwy 50 card
and play the game as you travel you can send your documentation into
the State of Nevada and receive the coveted pin that says you
"Survived the Loneliest Hwy", kind of cool and yes I have one! There
are caverns and mines in the area and if you are a geology buff get some books
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and go exploring. Don't forget to go downtown and have your picture taken
under the famous Reno arch and go on the scavenger hunt we have planned.

Insight

At the hotel there will be so much to do! You'll be able to hear our guest
speakers who will bring new ideas to motorcycling or remind you
of things you know! Our trade show is shaping up to be bigger
and better and the vendors are excited! Can you yell "BINGO!"
Yes there will be Bingo! Many of you wanted a real poker run so we are going
to have a Charity Poker Run, head on out and see the scenery while helping a
charity! Across the street, Big Valley Honda will have a BVH Vintage Bike
Show and BBQ! We love looking a bikes! If you want come and "Step Back
in Time" with a breakfast ride to Virginia City! Don't miss the heart stopping
Drill Team performance! Now add the parties, good friends and great riding
and this is an event you can't afford to miss!
As for your registration, when you stay at the Grand Sierra Resort, and let's
face it, it is always the most fun and the best memories are made when you
stay at the host hotel, the registration package includes SO MUCH! Take a
look, with the Grand Sierra Registration package you get an event t-shirt (we
love our t-shirts!), a $10 players card, come have some fun at the Bridgestone
Bowling as this includes a game and shoes, an event goodie bag (more surprises), a commemorative poker chip (we'll try to not run out this year as these
were a hot item), and some fun at the pool party. You get this by paying just
$40 more than the standard package and there is more than a $40 value here!
This package along with the Standard package gives you a total of $25 in food
vouchers to be used at any eating location at the Grand Sierra Resort, unlimited vendor time, attendance at a truly kicky Kickoff Party in Virginia City
(for some last year that was the highlight of the event), a wonderful wrap up
party and dinner, 5 Grand Prize Tickets for cash giveaways, the commemorative Event pin, door prize opportunities and access to the special events speakers we have planned! There is so much included and all you have to do is
bring your friends, be ready to make new friends and enjoy the newest event
in motorcycle rallies, Reno Rendezvous!
So what is Reno, the "Next BIG THING in Motorcycle Rallies" and we invite
and want ALL bikes to come and enjoy this new and exciting event. Since we
know leaders drive attendance to our events and then make them events fun
for the members we want to give to you and your TEAM a limited time offer
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for Reno. Stay at the Grand Sierra Resort, make your reservations
there first, and when you register with us, let us know you are an
Officer and we'll take $10 off each person in your registration or use
the attached registration form that already has the $10 off!

Insight

This is to honor you and your service and say thank
you.....BUT you have to register by 1/31/2016. So don't
delay, make that reservation and then plan the fun and
we'll see you in Reno!
Anita M. Alkire, President

Anita & JR
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When appointing or mentoring new Volunteer Leaders in GWRRA, particularly Chapter Directors, I am often asked the general question, "what
are my duties and responsibilities going to be?" A good question and one
that needs to be answered for the candidate before the appointment process
is finalized. A good Volunteer Leader can't adequately perform the duties
of the office to which they will be appointed unless they have a clear picture
of what's expected of them.
While verbal coaching and mentoring is invaluable, having an easily referenced document that succinctly spells things out can be a real help. What,
you say is such a document? Why, it's the Memorandum of Understanding,
or as it's more commonly referred to, the MOU. There is a business component to being a Volunteer Leader and the MOU details what these business
items are. This is a two page document containing 21 easy to understand
topics that list the Directors commitment to their respective office.
The MOU should be thoroughly reviewed with the prospective Director
candidate. Each of the commitment items should be explained by the appointing officer and all questions or concerns addressed before the appointment is made. If a candidate tells you that they won't be able to fulfill the
requirements of the MOU, then ordinarily they should be removed from
consideration. A candidate that is put off by the business end of the Leadership mission, won't enjoy the experience. To try and coerce them to take a
Director appointment that they can't meet is only a recipe for disappointment on both sides. The candidate is set up for failure in advance, while the
appointing officer is dissatisfied with the candidates performance in office.
No good comes of this scenario and we can lose an otherwise good GWRRA
member in the process.
After explaining the MOU and its contents thoroughly, and the candidate
still agrees, then he/she signs (along with the spouse) at the bottom of page
2. By this time, the newly appointed Volunteer Leader should have a relatively complete understanding of what is expected of them. I look at the
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MOU as a "promissory note". It's your "contract" with GWRRA and is a
promise or commitment to do the things listed, to the best of your ability.
It's been my experience that officers who basically follow their MOU do a
good job. The information included in the operative Position Description is
what's in the MOU, only in a semi-narrative format. Add in a little charisma and fun and you have the makings of a good Volunteer Leader.
With 2016 upon us, may I suggest that each Volunteer Leader take a minute
to review the MOU they signed and self-evaluate their performance as it relates to those 21 items listed. If you notice an area where you've perhaps
fallen a little short, then recommit to addressing that in the New Year. Being or becoming a good Volunteer Leader isn't all that complicated. What
it takes is a sense of commitment and dedication to the members of
GWRRA, and the successful operation of your respective component
(Chapter, District or Region), together with a well-founded sense of FUN,
recreation and enjoyment while riding their motorcycles, which is why most
members joined in the first place.
Lets all have a great 2016 while recommitting ourselves to the core principles in our MOUs.

Bob & Nan
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I’m the Director, Follow Me
What’s the difference between Directors who inspire a high level of Team engagement and those who struggle to get them to simply do the bare minimum?
The secret lies in knowing how to lead from the heart outwards.
Successful Directors inspire their Team by communicating their vision in a
way that not only generates excitement, but also motivates them to jump on
board fully committed. They recognize the potential in their people. They
coach their Team members to go above and beyond their own expectations.
And they routinely acknowledge their positive contributions.
While they hold their Team accountable, they also hold themselves accountable for their performance, too.
Here are some heart-centered tips on how to boost Team Members engagement in your Chapter, District or Region and create a Super Team:
•

Know your own strengths and weaknesses
If you want to lead others, first you must understand yourself. When
you have a clear sense of your own strengths and weaknesses and the
impact your behavior has on others your ability to engage with others
will improve.
For example, let’s say you’re not good with numbers and you’re not real
detailed oriented. So to impose your ideas on how the book should be set
up would not be a real smart move.
Knowing your own strengths and weaknesses gives you the ability to
discern when your skills will add value or not and keep you open to
delegating and listening to people with other points of view.

•

Inspire your Team with a clear, compelling vision
To engage your Team and motivate them to achieve a goal, you must
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first have a clear and compelling vision of the future.
Is the goal honorable, beneficial, and ethical and member focused?
Defining the outcome in a way that resonates emotionally with your
Team is a key part of your vision.
Your belief in your vision must be unshakable. You must believe that it’s
not only possible, but desirable, essential, and inevitable. You must convey this with absolute certainly. Only then will you inspire your Team to
engage with you to make your vision a reality.
•

Listen for possibility
Once your Team has bought into your vision, be sure to really listen to
them, not only to hear their thoughts and input, but also to make sure
they feel heard. People want to know they make a difference and that
their insight and opinions matter.
As you listen, focus on remaining present in the moment and being curious to hear other options. This will create true dialogue with your Team
and instead of simply taking orders they have a voice that’s heard.

•

Coach Members to take leadership roles
The key to creating other leaders within your Team lies in coaching.
Coaching people into action and helping them develop their own leadership skills means you not only get them to share decision making, but
you also build a Team of smart, confident, and self-directed people. This
will make your life so much easier.
Through deep listening and skillful questioning others can discover
their own solutions to issues.
Instead of being the only person figuring out what to do next, you can
help them develop their own problem-solving skills and come up with
their own solution.
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•

Encourage constant improvement
Meet with your Team regularly so you have a good idea of their
strengths and interest, will help in their ability to contribute to your vision.

•

Always take care of your people
When it comes right down to it, you can’t inspire people without earning their trust first. Your Team needs to know that you are looking out
for them; you have their back, so to speak.
They need to be recognized openly for the positive contributions they
have made to the Team.

•

Don’t be afraid to be vulnerable yourself
A good leader will admit when they are wrong, understands that they
don’t know everything, and see where their opinions may be getting in
the way. No one has all the answers and great leaders admit there is always something more to learn. They encourage honest feedback and
take it to heart.

Are you a Director worth following?
Thank You & Ride Safe

Bruce & Barb
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Renewal
As we enter a New Year, thoughts of New Year’s resolutions start coming
up. We all know what usually happens to those resolutions! This year why
not think about this in a little different way.
As a Director, Educator, Trainer, Treasurer or Membership Enhancement
Coordinator, what kinds of things do you want to accomplish in 2016?
This is a great time to ask your members what they are looking for from
their chapter and GWRRA. The members drive our association and we
need to listen to what they have to say. Remember they don’t always speak
with their mouths; they often speak with their actions. Watch attendance at
different activities and events. Are our members excited and attending in
good numbers or are they not attending?
Directors, this is a great opportunity to think about What you want to accomplish what types of things do you want to be doing as a Chapter, District
or Region? How do you share your enthusiasm to the leaders around you?
Are you showing your excitement about your upcoming events and gatherings?
The next step in this process is to ask your team to do the same things. Ask
them to look at the events where they are responsible. How has attendance
been? Do the members have a desire to be a part of those events? Do they
have enthusiasm for what they are doing? One of the roles that a Director
needs to play is a cheerleader! Let your members and your fellow leaders
know you are excited and not just going through the motions! They can tell
the difference! Your excitement will be contagious!
So what do you do with this information? To begin with, you start a conversation with your core team members and discuss the things that you and
they want to accomplish for 2016. During these conversations, everyone on
your team should and needs to have input about those things or goals that
the team wants to accomplish. When you go through this process, you need
to determine how much, if any costs are associated with your goals.
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Now it’s up to you and your team to communicate the Chapter, District or
Region goals to the members. By sharing the roadmap or future direction,
you are being transparent and the members will be more likely to support
your goals. This is made easier by making sure your goals are good for the
members and reflect the types of things they want to be doing.
So sit down with your team and start the process today! Need help? Call
your appointing officers, their job one is to provide that help to you!
Happy New Year!

Mike & Lynn
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By the Book
By: Jack Wagner
Deputy Director
Region H Trainer

“By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer
Leaders and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained
in the GWRRA Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook
can be found at the following Internet website: www.gwrra.org/oconnect/
officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.
.

From the Beginning
In the past, By the Book articles have tended to be a bit random. The Officer
Handbook, while not intended to be all inclusive, provides the roadmap our Association should follow. The Officer Certification Program (OCP) expands on the
Officer Handbook and provides additional direction and interpretations. The
contents of the Officer Handbook and OCP are not secret or intended to just be
known by officers. Instead all members can benefit from knowing what they contain. This being a new year, I thought it prudent to begin at the beginning in reviewing the Officer Handbook and will include added input from the OCP.
Every organization needs to have a mission and vision statement. These are the
foundation for everything the organization hopes to accomplish. A mission statement defines the fundamental purpose of an organization and succinctly describes why it exists. The vision statement outlines what the organization wants
to be. It is a long-term view concentrating on the future and should be a source
of inspiration.
GWRRA's mission statement is as follows:
Established in 1977, the Gold Wing Road Riders Association provides an
atmosphere for fun, safety, and knowledge to Gold Wing & Valkyrie motorcycle owners.
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The mission statement stands on its own without additional discussion. It
completely describes our fundamental purpose for existance – fun, safety and
knowledge.
The vision statement is a bit more lengthy as it describes how we are going to
accomplish the mission.
GWRRA (Gold Wing Road Riders Association) is a leader of associational organizations, respected by its Members as well as its competitors
and the communities it operates within.
GWRRA strives to offer the highest quality service to its Members.
GWRRA is a family-oriented, non-religious, non-political association
comprised of owners of Honda Gold Wing and Valkyrie Motorcycles as
well as non-Gold Wing owners, our Associate Members.
GWRRA provides a culture which fosters Members with shared values,
team concepts and camaraderie. This culture also provides its Members
with opportunities for personal development and achievement.
GWRRA’s divisions (programs) work harmoniously as a team to increase the membership base by creating an atmosphere that provides
fun, promotes safety, heightens knowledge, and by offering a full range
of desirable services and benefits for its Members
Next month we will begin discussion of how we accomplish each of the vision
statement elements as we continue our journey thru the Officer Handbook.
The more you know, the better it gets!

Jack Wagner
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Althea and I wish you all the best in the New Year and may your resolutions
be fruitful and gratifying. Here’s an article from Mike Burke, Region F Educator, that may give you a start. You’ve heard me repeatedly send the “you will
do in an emergency what you have practiced doing” message (and you’ll
likely hear it again), and Mike’s experience is a great example. So, how about
a resolution to use your leadership position to encourage our member-friends
to be ready to save a life?
Bob
Angus McPherson Could Have Died!
By Mike Burke, Region F Educator
I had a bit of an eye opener at our Chapter gathering last weekend. It’s
been a year or so since most of our chapter members have taken an MFA
First Aid/CPR class, so I thought I would surprise them with a heart attack
simulation during our meeting. Before the meeting I placed an AED conspicuously close to where my demonstration would take place. I took one of
the manikins, dressed it up in a shirt, vest, and hat, sat him next to me, and
introduced him to the Chapter as a guest, Angus McPherson. When it was
time for me (Chapter Educator) to give my monthly presentation, I
dropped “Angus” on his face. By pre-arrangement, the Chapter Director
played the role of a bystander who knew nothing about CPR. He played his
roll by panicking, and questioned, “What should we do?” I started yelling,
“He’s unconscious and not breathing”. To my surprise, everyone just sat
there and looked at me. In retrospect, I wish I had been more specific in
setting the scene by telling the members that we were going to simulate a
real situation, and to treat Angus as a real person. It took a couple of minutes of looking at the members before I realized they were waiting for me to
show them what to do, so I told them to treat this as an actual event. Even
then, no one reacted. “Really!! Are you going to just sit there and let Angus
die?” I emphasized. Finally, one of our members got up, approached Angus
and said, “OK, first I’ll look around to make sure everything is safe, and
………….”. I said, “Don’t talk about it, DO IT!” Then she admitted she
didn’t know what to do. Again, everyone just sat there looking at her.
Someone chimed in, “call 911” but didn’t direct the request to a particular
person. Finally, with Angus mostly dead, another member got up to help.
He started chest compressions but did them incorrectly. At this point there
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were a grand total of two people close to Angus, everyone else remained in
their seats without offering to help. The two first aiders traded places and
the second member actually did the compressions correctly. No one came
forward to give relief to either of the members who were doing compressions. I made mention of an object on the table that looked like one of those
‘shocker thingys’. The two of them proceeded to use the AED, but by this
time 10 minutes had passed and it was pretty likely that Angus had
“passed” as well.
I stopped the simulation at this point and led a discussion about what had
happened and what should have happened.
After the meeting, I got to thinking about the presentation and why it had
gone so badly. Did I, as a MFA instructor, fail to train the members in the
proper techniques and procedures so they would respond immediately and
appropriately? Was there a flaw in the way I started the presentation. Were
the members just not interested in learning, or stymied by what they should
have done? Is it just too difficult to make a presentation seem real? Does
recertification in CPR not take place often enough?
Certainly all of the above are points to ponder but the question remains,
how can Chapter Educators and MFA First Aid/CPR instructors make better “Life Savers” of our Chapter members?” One thing we can do is have
“life threatening” simulations at Chapter meetings on a regular basis so
that immediate and appropriate responses becomes second nature to all
members.
Some may say, “We don’t have a manikin to use”. How about making all
of your members aware at the beginning of a Chapter meeting that there
will be a “drill to be taken seriously” sometime during the meeting? You
could even have a real person stage a heart attack and let the members respond without coaching. {note: be sure there is a “control” person in the
audience to ensure no one really dials 911}. That way they can respond
knowing that it is a simulation but is to be handled like an actual crisis,
short of actual compressions. Following the “drill” do a follow-up discussion about how things went. As a Chapter Educator, these “drills” will be
happening more often in my Chapter. Other surprise demonstrations such
as crash scenes will also be added to our meetings.
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CA2N member Roberta Werner and CA2K member Steve Palatino use
MFA skills to ensure Angus McPherson has a Happy New Year

Bob & Althea
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What is a Paradigm Shift?
It seems that every time we turn around there is a shift of something or other.
We know about wind shift, which later became known as wind shear and is a
phenomenon that pilots watch for and try to avoid. Then, as we have seen road
signs advising us, a lane shift. And let’s not forget, there’s a gear shift that is essential when we are riding our motorcycles. It is generally not good news when
we realize that there has been a cargo shift in the trailer. And then there’s that
shift at work, earning grocery and gas money for our next road trip. Oh…and
then there’s the shifting sands of time.
Goodness gracious, does it ever stop?
Apparently not, because we are now hearing about a paradigm shift in the way
things are going to be done within GWRRA.
Let’s start this conversation with, what is a paradigm?
A paradigm is a theory or a group of ideas about how something should be done, made, or thought about. (MerriamWebster Dictionary) The GWRRA University Dictionary of
Acronyms & Glossary offers this definition: A pattern of
thinking or acting which can either help you be successful or
keep you from seeing other alternatives which can limit your
opportunities.
With these definitions in mind, answer this question, “How
old is the lady in the picture?” (Hint: there is more than one
correct answer)
All right, if a paradigm is a way of thinking about something or doing something, what is a paradigm shift?
That is a reasonable question. The word was first used by Thomas Kuhn, an
American physicist, historian, and philosopher of science in his 1962 book, The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions. (Wikipedia) Since its introduction the term
has become an English-language idiom.
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A paradigm shift occurs when an idea or thought is so profound that it changes the
way that things are perceived and more importantly how people respond to different circumstances. These shifts are important for many reasons. What we see often determines what we feel, what we feel determines what we do. When you are
exposed to new information or experiences, you may realize that your belief or
your perspective may have been incomplete or maybe even incorrect.
Imagine if you will, what the new hatchling may be
thinking when it finds itself outside of the egg after
hatching.
Not only has the environment changed but there
will certainly be some changes in the chick’s life style.
We are witnessing some of the changing perceptions, paradigm shift, in the field of
education as well. Once education was defined in terms of what a teacher will
teach. Now it’s more about what a student will be able to demonstrate. Within the
GWRRA University we are changing the way we train. New training experiences
are being developed which will give the participants more to take away and apply
to their everyday lives. The notion of sitting, passively listening to someone present
a PowerPoint® presentation is being replaced with interactive, participative involvement between the trainer and the participants. The whole idea of: We’re going to tell you what we are going to tell you, we’re going to tell you, and then we’ll
tell you what we told you - is going away.
As new curriculum is developed for the training libraries, the training modules will
be much more outcome based. Rather that telling you what we told you, we will be
asking you, what was your ah-ha moment and what was your biggest take-away
from this presentation.
So…back to the original question…What is a paradigm shift…it is a change in perception and a change in how we respond.
Jim Rambo, Director of Public Relations for GWRRA University.

Joe
LEAD LIKE YOU RIDE. LIVE LIKE YOU RIDE.
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WE’VE GOT A FEELING
that 2016 is going to be the BEST YEAR YET!!!
Why do we say that? Well, everywhere we
look, we are seeing our GWRRA members
having FUN. And as we all know from our
position descriptions, FUN is contagious! And
there are going to be TONS of opportunities
for FUN in GWRRA in 2016.
So let’s get started, shall we?
Here it is, the first month of the year, and that means that our Chapters are
honoring their 2015 Couples of the Year. This incredible program has been going on for over 25 years, and it is a way to say “Thank You!” to our outstanding
Chapter Couples. We encourage all Chapters to select a special couple who
demonstrated the Chapter spirit and their capacity to have FUN! Some couples will say “no” when you ask them if they would be your Chapter Couple of
the Year, so don’t ask! Just honor them and thank them for all that they have
done for your Chapter. Make sure that they know that you want them to continue to have FUN, and aside from that there are no expectations. Do we want
them to participate in selection processes at the District and Region levels?
Well, of course we do! Ask any couple who has made that commitment how it
has changed their lives, and we think you’ll hear a lot about FUN and growth
and new friends. But remember...at the Chapter level, being named the Couple
of the Year is an HONOR. Please make sure your Chapter bestows that
HONOR on a deserving Couple.
Our Chapters have also been participating in loads of FUN activities during the
year and some will be completing their Chapter of the Year packets. Is your
Chapter one of them? Take a look at the Chapter of the Year Program Guide
and see how easy it is to log all of that FUN your Chapter had, and consider
putting your Chapter into the program. Think of how great it feels to have
your District tell you that your Chapter earned the title of District Chapter of
the Year...then perhaps your packet will be enough to earn you the title of Region Chapter of the Year...and what’s next? Well, that would be the GWRRA
Chapter of the Year. What could be more FUN than that?
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Districts, do you have a special Membership Enhancement Coordinator that you
would like to honor? Consider honoring them as District MEC of the Year.
You can then complete a nomination form to submit to the Region level. Think
of the FUN and excitement it would create in your District to have one of your
Chapter MECs selected as the Region MEC of the Year! And if that happens,
that special Chapter MEC might earn the ultimate title of GWRRA MEC of the
Year! This is another great program designed to award our outstanding “FUN
experts”!
And let’s not forget our Newsletters—our newsletter editors at every level who
make sure that our Chapters, Districts and Regions are well-informed. Where
can we find out what FUN activities are happening in our area? Where can we
hear about the FUN we had at an activity and relive that FUN all over again?
That would be our Newsletter—and there’s another program to honor the outstanding Chapter Newsletter!
What’s the common thread here? Well, each of these is a
“program” designed to honor and recognize our members.
And programs create their own brand of FUN!
We recently saw an article for the Region I Newsletter,
written by Bill and Nancy Lea, Region I Assistant MECs.
They mentioned that they were looking for a clever way to
promote the various Membership Enhancement programs,
and what kept coming up for Bill was the phrase “Get
With the Program!”. He created a hat, which he calls his
“thinking cap” (check out the photo!). Bill wore it at the
Idaho District staff meeting and pronounced it a huge success, saying “if you include FUN into the programs they will blossom and flourish.” Congratulations
to the Leas and Region I MEC Team for putting FUN into the process.
Think about it for 2016—how can you bring more FUN into everything you do
in GWRRA? Remember...FUN is contagious!
LET’S “GET WITH THE PROGRAM” AND HAVE SOME FUN!!!
HAPPY 2016, EVERYONE!

John & Barb

